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Monica Levin is an author and speaker who has
discovered that consistent application of scientifically
proven body language skills positively impacts
confidence, communication, relationships,
productivity and happiness.  Monica gives her
audiences simple body language strategies so they
can:

- Make a killer first impression
- Improve their presence

-Be more charismatic
- Be more perceptive of other's emotions

- Confidently pitch ideas
- Master their presentation skills

- Become better negotiators

You have the power to be the most confident and memorable person 
in the room, without even saying a word.

 

Grab your cape and join Monica Levin in her dynamic presentation where she will
give you actionable tips and strategies to feel more confident and to build trust.

The Power of Body Language
Unlock Your Secret Superpower

“Monica gave our CEO Group a presentation on body
language, and all of our members are now more

confident and more assured in the effectiveness of
their communication. She taught us how important
nonverbal communication is and delivered lots of
takeaways we could implement right away. This
fascinating topic was delivered by Monica very

professionally and energetically and I could see that
she is an outstanding practitioner of her topic.”

  Tom Cramer, Brain Trust CEO Group

Thursday, January 23, 2020
8:00 - 10:00 am

Lyon Oaks Golf Course
52251 Pontiac Trail, Wixom 48393 

 

$20 / person includes Continental Breakfast 
Provided by Katherine’s Catering

 


